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Purpose of Paper:                                   

Adults Commissioning Committee is asked to consider approval of the feasibility 
assessment the Great Places Learning Disability Supported Housing proposal on the basis 
that: 

a) The proposal meets commissioning Strategic Objectives
b) The proposal is financial viable
c) The service model is deliverable
c) The proposal will deliver better outcomes for Salford people
d) Salford Care Organisation support the proposal in principle
e) A sufficient level of scrutiny has been placed on the proposal and the risks and 
mitigation have been assessed and agreed

Following approval of the feasibility assessment, the proposal will progress into a project 
development phase that will comprise a capital development strand and a service 
development stand, both of which will require further appropriate governance approvals.



 

                                                          

Further explanatory information required

HOW WILL THIS BENEFIT THE 
HEALTH AND WELL BEING OF 
SALFORD RESIDENTS OR THE 
CLINICAL COMMISSIONING 
GROUP?

Care closer to home, better outcomes, lower 
cost

WHAT RISKS MAY ARISE AS A 
RESULT OF THIS PAPER?  HOW 
CAN THEY BE MITIGATED?
 

The proposal sets out an improved position for 
Salford people, commissioners and providers

WHAT EQUALITY-RELATED RISKS 
MAY ARISE AS A RESULT OF THIS 
PAPER?  HOW WILL THESE BE 
MITIGATED?

None

DOES THIS PAPER HELP ADDRESS 
ANY EXISTING HIGH OR EXTREME 
RISKS FACING THE 
ORGANISATION?  IF SO WHAT ARE 
THEY AND HOW DOES THIS PAPER 
REDUCE THEM?

Adult Social Care Financial Position – the 
proposal is planned to secure savings of circa 
£675k per annum.

PLEASE DESCRIBE ANY POSSIBLE 
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
ASSOCIATED WITH THIS PAPER.

None

PLEASE IDENTIFY ANY CURRENT 
SERVICES OR ROLES THAT MAY BE 
AFFECTED BY ISSUES WITHIN THIS 
PAPER:

New care LD/Complex Needs services will 
need to be commissioned to replace both 
services that are delivered outside Salford and 
to replace less suitable services delivered in 
Salford.

Footnote:

Members of the Adults Commissioning Committee will read all papers thoroughly.  Once papers are distributed no 
amendments are possible.



  

Document Development

Process Yes No Not
Applicable

Comments and Date
(i.e. presentation, verbal, actual report) Outcome

Public Engagement
(Please detail the method  ie survey, event, consultation)

x This will be planned should the 
scheme be supported

Clinical Engagement
(Please detail the method  ie survey, event, consultation)

x Development group Included in report

Has ‘due regard’ been given to Social Value 
and the impacts on the Salford socially, 
economically and environmentally?
(Please detail outcomes, including risks and 
how these will be managed

x Not at this stage but this will be 
addressed should the proposal be 
approved

Has ‘due regard’ been given to Equality 
Analysis (EA) of any adverse impacts?
(Please detail outcomes, including risks and how these 
will be managed) 

x
The proposal will deliver better 
outcomes for vulnerable groups

Legal Advice Sought x See report Included in the report

Presented to any informal groups or 
committees (including partnership groups) for 
engagement or other formal governance 
groups for comments / approval? 
(Please specify in comments)

x

SCO F&I – July 2019
Lead Member – July 2019
ASC CSG – July 2019
AAB – July 2019
S&FG – August 2019
Ward Cllrs briefing

S&FG – September 2019

In principle support
Supported option 2
Supported option 2
Support option 2
Update report to S&FG
Points to address – follow-
up meeting agreed
Update report to ACC



  

Note: Please ensure that it is clear in the comments and date column how and when particular stakeholders were involved in this work and ensure there is clarity 
in the outcome column showing what the key message or decision was from that group and whether amendments were requested about a particular part of the 
work.



Great Places Learning Disability Supported Housing Proposal
Feasibility Assessment

1. Executive Summary

Salford City Council and CCG, working with Salford Care Organisation and Great Places 
Housing are proposing to develop two specialist Supported Housing schemes to deliver 
additional capacity to support people with a learning disability and complex needs to enable 
them to live independently with support to meet their care needs.

This report is a feasibility assessment of the proposal that is appraising the strategic 
appropriateness, financial viability, quality and anticipated outcomes of the service and 
accommodation model for the Salford care system and Salford people who might be 
supported through this proposal. 

The two schemes are proposed to be developed in the Walkden area of Salford on land 
that is owned by the Council. One scheme will accommodate 14 people and be for 
Complex Needs, the second scheme will accommodate 8 people and support the 
repatriation of existing and future out of area placements.

The quality impact of the schemes will be positive and provide people with more targeted 
support as well as allowing Salford people to move back into the city. The accommodation 
will be accessible and purpose built around the needs of the people who will live in the 
schemes.

The financial impact of the schemes show a potential cashable cost saving of £675k per 
annum (excluding growth) based on full occupancy. 

Subject to Council approval to dispose of the land and secure planning permission, the 
build programme is proposed to commence during Q4 2019/20 and take 12-18 months to 
deliver.

Commissioners would be required to draw up service specifications for the regulated Care 
Service and Salford Care Organisation would be responsible for running the procurement 
process. This process is proposed take place alongside the building programme.

Two options are considered, option one is a ‘do nothing’ scenario and option two is the 
scheme and service proposal. Option two is recommended on the basis of increased 
service quality/improved outcomes for people and that it secures cashable savings over 
time.



2. Background

2.01 Salford City Council, under Care Act obligations, meets the needs of people within a 
variety of different care and support settings.  Supported Housing accommodation is one of 
these settings and is an effective way of supporting people with learning disabilities and 
complex needs.  Supported Housing can provide a range support, education, training, and 
regulated care services as an integrated package to enable the households to live as 
independently as possible within their community, with a real focus on social inclusion.

2.02 This report is seeking approval to support a proposal to establish two Supported 
Housing Schemes being developed in partnership with Great Places Housing Group. The two 
schemes are based in Walkden, the first being at Crompton Street and the second at 
Holyoake Road (see background documents for site plans)

2.03 The schemes are proposed to provide accommodation, support and regulated care 
service for two different Learning Disability client groups.

2.04 The Crompton Street proposal will offer places for 14 people with complex needs over 
12 accommodation units. This proposal will offer support to people who are currently in less 
suitable supported housing, to those young people who are coming through transition and also 
to new people whose needs will be supported by this type of accommodation and care 
service. The service offer proposed would be based on an enablement model aligned to 
strengths based approaches to support people with learning disabilities and complex needs, to 
live semi-independently in the community. 

2.05 There would be a strong focus on active support and supporting people to enhance 
their independence and maximise the opportunities to secure universal outcomes, including 
employment and volunteering. The proposal will support people to move from less suitable 
supported housing and better meet need at a lower cost. The accommodation will also be 
used for ‘move on’ pathways, thus creating a flow of supply to the market.

2.06 The Holyoake Road proposal will offer places for 8 people with severe and complex 
learning disabilities, autism or both. The accommodation will comprise shared housing and 2 
self-contained flats. They will be for Salford people who are currently placed ‘out of area’ who 
will be more effectively supported in Salford. This approach to repatriate Salford people is part 
of our strategic approach along with reducing the need for further out of area placements. The 
Holyoake Road proposal will also be able to accommodate crisis placements as and when 
these occur.



2.07 Summary of the proposal:

Holyoake Service User Group
Number of 
Apartments / Flats

Total Number of 
Service Users

Shared House Learning Disabilities 6 6
Self Contained Flat Learning Disabilities 2 2
Total 8 8

Crompton Service User Group
Number of 
Apartments / Flats

Total Number of 
Service Users

1 bed apartment Complex Needs 10 10
2 bed apartment Complex Needs 2 4
Total 12 14
Grand Total 20 22

2.08 Both proposals will be designed to specifically meet the accommodation and service 
needs for the two client groups, with the design proposals being developed with input from the 
Learning Disability Service working with Housing Strategy and Enabling, Strategic 
Commissioning and Great Places Housing Group.

2.09 The two scheme proposals are part of Salford’s strategic approach to deliver 
improvements in service quality, providing care closer to home and to deliver value for money 
in the provision of housing and care solution in Salford. The proposals are designed to provide 
care and support the right level to meet need and in the least restrictive way, whilst being 
affordable, adaptable and efficient. 

2.10 The proposals will enable the Learning Disability and Complex Needs team in Salford 
Care Organisation to develop the support offer and meet the current and future demand of 
people who require long term care and support. The proposal also aligns to the developing 
strengths based approaches that will be rolled out across Salford. The proposals provide 
additional specifically designed properties to increase service capacity across Salford.

2.11 A working group comprising staff from the LD service in SCO, the Council/CCG and 
Great Places Housing Group has developed a building brief and taken the design concept to 
outline planning permission stage.

2.13 Great Places has secured a grant from Homes England (HE) of circa £2.6m against a 
total build cost of £4.9m with Great Places taking a 40 year loan of £2m. The funding 
arrangements for the total build cost of the schemes will be retained by Great Places Housing 
within their capital funding strategy.

3. Strategic Context

3.01 The project will support the delivery of the NHS England Transforming Care Strategy 
by shaping the delivery of learning disability service provision and “making health and care 
services better so that more people with a learning disability, autism or both can live in the 
community, with the right support, and close to home” (NHS England).  It is also in line with 
the national service strategy for people with Learning Disabilities and Autism as highlighted in 



NHS 10 year plan (2019) and Building the Right Support (2015) and also GM LD and Autism 
Strategies.

3.02 Within Salford there is a predicted increase in the number of people with Learning 
Disabilities and Autism between 2019 and 2035, this projected increase is from the Office of 
National Statistics ONS). (See appendix 1) 

3.03 Therefore the aim of the scheme is to develop capacity into the system and also look 
at more appropriate service provision in Salford for a number of people who are placed 
outside the city.

4. Case for Change

4.01 The current model of supported housing does not best meet the longer term care, 
support and accommodation needs of adults with learning disability and complex needs and 
there is insufficient capacity to meet the needs and outcomes of individuals who currently 
reside, or are at risk of residing in treatment and assessment beds / out of area placements. 

4.02 The proposed schemes will provide additional capacity to meet the increasing need for 
services as highlighted above over the next 15 years and meet their demand at lower cost, as 
well as increasing appropriate capacity for current users of Adult Social Care (ASC). 

4.03 There is also the opportunity to connect decision making across Children’s and ASC 
which will ensure ASC is a key and active contributor to decisions about meeting the needs 
and outcomes of young people, due to the longer term impact on the ASC budget.

5. Options Considered

5.01 Option 1 – Do Nothing: This option assumes a continuation of the existing model, 
without development, the risk of this approach is increased budget pressure on ASC as the 
number of people increase per ONS predications at the average cost highlighted in the report 

5.02 This means that the commissioners (SCC and CCG) run the risk of having service 
users placed in unsuitable, expensive service provision both within and outside of the Salford 
locality. 

5.03 In addition to the current services, commissioners are likely to have a responsibility to 
provide services to a growing number of Learning Disability and Complex Needs service users 
in the future (table below). ONS population projections estimate that the number of adults 
aged 18-64 with a Learning Disability in Salford will raise from 3,956 in 2019 to 4,077 in 2025 
a rise of 121 or 3%. The number of adults aged 18-64 with a Learning Disability in Salford is 
predicted to reach 4,273 by 2035 a rise of 317 or 8% from 2019 figures.  (See Appendix 1).

5.04 This would also mean that the time limited Homes England grant funding of circa 
£2.6m is also lost to the Salford locality. 

5.05 Option 2 – The Scheme and Service Proposal: The option assumes the development 
of the proposed schemes and service model, to increase capacity that would assist with 



meeting increase in population, and also deliver a cost saving as well as future cost avoidance 
by having increased capacity within the city.

5.06 High level assumptions indicate potential annual savings of £675k against current 
costs.  The additional 22 supported housing places will comprise 8 additional places for 
Learning Disability placements that will be taken up through existing out of area placements 
being repatriated to Salford and 14 places for complex needs that will be a combination new 
placements, moves from less suitable supported housing and transition. 

5.07 The development of the business case for Holyoake Road is predicated on the current 
cohort of people with a learning disability who are placed outside Salford by SCO. The 
Learning Disability and Complex Needs service has assessed people currently known to their 
service who are placed out of area and then an average cost of commissioned care has been 
calculated. The working assumptions in the service financial modelling are based on the 
average cost of a current known cohort of service users = £170k pa per person against a 
planned new cost of £114k pa per person. 

5.08 Similarly, the cost assumptions for the Crompton Street proposal are based on current 
average costs of a current cohort of service users know to the Learning Disability and 
Complex Needs service. The cost difference in the proposal is from an average of £32k per 
annum per person to £17k per annual per person.

5.09 Across both services this results in an average annual cost per person of £48k against 
an average cost per person of £90k in the services proposed for decommissioning. 

6. Cost Modelling

6.01 Cost model one (below) identifies the new service cost for the proposal based on an 
operational assessment of an indicative service model to meet the needs of people placed. It 
is based on existing operation service models, modified around the specific needs of the 
clients group for the service proposal.

6.02 Cost model one assumes full occupancy of the proposed scheme at day one. At full 
occupancy it is calculated that the schemes could return a commissioning saving of £675k per 
annum against the ‘do nothing scenario. 



Service Costs of New Initiatives

Site & Service User 
Group

Service Element No of people
Hrs Per Person 
Per Day

Hourly 
Rate (£)

Weekly 
Cost per 
Person (£)

Annual 
Cost per 
person £

Total 
Annual 
Cost (£)

Core Service 16 £16.94 £1,897 98,659 £789,268

Waking Nights 8 £10.45 £293 15,215 £121,722

Learning Disabilities Total 8 24 £2,190 £113,874 £910,990
Core Service 1 £16.94 £119 £6,166 £86,326
Additional 0.86 £16.94 £102 £5,303 £74,241
Sleep 0.5 £10.45 £37 £1,902 £26,627
Manager/Employment 
Support

0.27 £16.94 £32 £1,665 £23,308

14 2.63 £289 £15,036 £210,501
Grand Total 22 £2,479 £128,910 £1,121,492

Crompton (Complex 
Needs)

Complex Needs Total

14

Holyoak (Learning 
Disabilities)

8

Do nothing comparison

Service User Group Package Type
No of 

people
Rate 
(p.a) £k

Total Annual Cost 
£k

Annual Cost per 
person £k

Difference in 
cost per 
person £

Cost 
Difference

Learning Disabilities Out of Area Residential 8 £170,000 £1,360,000 £170,000 £56,126 449,010

Complex Needs
Decommission 
Supported Tenancies

12 £32,000 £384,000 £32,000 £16,964 £203,570

Complex Needs Bed Space Packages 2 £26,000 £52,000 £26,000 £10,964 £21,928
Total 22 £1,796,000 £84,055 674,508

6.03 Cost model 2 (below) is based on the same service model assumptions as cost model 
1. In this scenario occupancy of the scheme is set at 14 people. At this level of occupancy it is 
calculated that the schemes could return a commissioning saving of £460k per annum against 
the ‘do nothing scenario. However, this does not allow for the cost impact of vacancies. Cost 
model two is unlikely to the actual model as service and population demand suggest that the 
schemes will be filled when reflecting current and future projection.

Service Costs of New Initiatives

Site & Service User 
Group

Service Element No of people
Hrs Per Person 
Per Day

Hourly 
Rate (£)

Weekly 
Cost per 
Person (£)

Annual 
Cost per 
person £

Total 
Annual 
Cost (£)

Core Service 16 £16.94 £1,897 98,659 £591,951

Waking Nights 8 £10.45 £293 15,215 £91,291

Learning Disabilities Total 6 24 £2,190 £113,874 £683,243
Core Service 1 £16.94 £119 £6,166 £86,326
Additional 0.86 £16.94 £102 £5,303 £74,241
Sleep 0.5 £10.45 £37 £1,902 £26,627
Manager/Employment 
Support

0.27 £16.94 £32 £1,665 £23,308

8 2.63 £289 £15,036 £210,501
Grand Total 14 £2,479 £128,910 £893,744
Complex Needs Total

Holyoak (Learning 
Disabilities)

6

Crompton (Complex 
Needs)

8



Currently identified

Service User Group Package Type
No of 

people
Rate 
(p.a) £k

Total Annual Cost 
£k

Annual Cost per 
person £k

Difference in 
cost per 
person £

Cost 
Difference

Learning Disabilities Out of Area Residential 6 £170,000 £1,020,000 £170,000 £56,126 336,757

Complex Needs
Decommission 
Supported Tenancies

6 £32,000 £192,000 £32,000 £16,964 £101,785

Complex Needs Bed Space Packages 2 £26,000 £52,000 £26,000 £10,964 £21,928
Total 14 £1,264,000 £84,055 £460,471

6.04 The table below reflects the impact of population growth and the associated cost under 
the current cost model. It suggests there will be a growth in demand as a result of population 
demographic changes. There is a degree of uncertainty in the validity of these prediction from 
years 3 – 5, however they serve to provide guidance to commissioners about the demand 
characteristics of the service cohorts who will be supported by the proposed schemes and 
provides evidence of the existence of future demand and the associated cost of this future 
demand.

5 yr growth based on current cohort sizes (2019)

Service Chort size Impact of 
Scheme

Year 1 Y1 Growth 
cost

Year 2 Y2 Growth 
cost

Year 3 Y3 Growth 
cost

Year 4 Y4 Growth 
cost

Year 5 Y5 
Growth 
costLD 30 22 24 £340,000 26 £680,000 27 £850,000 29 £1,190,000 31 £1,530,000

Complex needs 100 86 93 £224,000 100 £448,000 107 £672,000 114 £896,000 120 £1,088,000
8% growth each year based on ONS population anaylsis

6.05 The assumptions and calculations used for cost model 1 are for full occupancy. This 
represents the maximum benefit that the scheme could create when compared against a do 
nothing scenario (£675k). In cost model 1 it would be cost saving.

6.06 Cost model 2 gives an indication of what the savings would be when only 14 of the 
units are filled, however this does not take account of void costs which has since being 
clarified as a charge to SCO. Therefore in this scenario there is likely to be a smaller cost 
saving and cost avoidance, as there are vacant units and new placements based on 
demographic growth will be at a reduced cost.

6.07 It is likely that some of these costs will change over the next 12-18 months (as the 
accommodation is being built) and revised financial assessments will need to be undertaken 
to refresh commissioner calculations to determine any changes in planned savings – which 
could increase or decrease. However, such changes are not anticipated to be materially 
different on the current financial assessment/financial benefit of the scheme proposals.

7. Capital Funding Strategy and Rent Levels – excluding Land Value Costs

7.01 Indicative cost plans have been presented by Great Places (via Agent, Markhams) for 
each of the schemes. Markhams have used current BCIS market information to establish a 
baseline position; estimated on a per sqm basis with external works measured and costed 
using current market rates. Great Places’ Employer’s Requirements have been enhanced to 
align with the brief to deliver developments for clients with learning disabilities and complex 
needs; utilising the specifications on Great Places’ Northfield and Bowstone Rise 



developments as a baseline, respectively. On this basis, Markhams have assumed a build 
cost of £1,737/sqm on Crompton and £2,041/sqm on Holyoake.

7.02 The capital strategy presented by Great Places maintains financial responsibility for 
delivering the capital development within the capital finances of Great Places, which includes 
the Homes England Grant of £2.6 and a loan to cover the balance of costs.

7.03  Great Places Housing Group has proposed rent levels for both Supported 
Accommodation scheme as follows:
 

Holyoake Road
1 bed self-contained      £106.72/week plus service charge of £49.26 
1 bed in shared house   £100.06/week plus service charge of £49.26
 
Crompton Street
1 bed apartment              £112.53/week plus service charge of £65.64
2 bed apartment              £119.19/week plus service charge of £65.64

 
7.04 Great Places has calculated these rent levels in line with the Depreciated Rent 
Calculation, which aligns with Homes England capital funding guidelines. These proposed rent 
levels will ensure that Great Places will have sufficient capital funds to deliver the capital 
programme within their capital strategy based on the current scheme cost estimates (£4.9m).
 
7.05 Following planning application submission Great Places will tender the scheme and 
firm up the construction costs. Great Places has advised that they anticipate their estimated 
construction costs will be at or more than the actual costs. Great Places has provided 
assurance that should the actual construction costs be higher than anticipated, then rent levels 
could be increased by a maximum of 5% or to cover an additional construction cost of circa 
£250k.

7.06 The proposed rental levels have been assessed by Salford City Council Housing 
Benefit and are within acceptable ranges for the type of accommodation being proposed.

7.07 Final rent levels will be confirmed on completion of the building project, which is the 
standard process of agreeing rent levels. It is not anticipated that this final agreed rent levels 
will be materially different from the proposed levels.

8. Land Value and Disposal Approval

8.01     Salford City Council is negotiating with Great Places Housing in relation to the 
proposed land sales. Currently the City Council estimates the value of the land to be around 
£360,000 but Great Places has indicated that the current scheme assumptions cannot deliver 
a land payment. More work is taking place around ground investigations, removal of 
covenants (impacting on one of the sites) and scheme costs and income to establish whether 
the Great Places position on land value will change. Once those matters are resolved that will 
inform the final agreement on the proposed sales.



8.02    If the Great Places scheme cannot generate what is considered as a fair market value 
for the sites based on the viability of their scheme any shortfall in land value will be addressed 
as part of the overall cost for the delivery of the scheme. 

8.03     If for example there is a land value gap of £360,000 then, subject to final confirmation, 
this arrangement will be circa £50k (maximum) per annum over 8 years and will impact on the 
projected revenue savings of £675k per annum for the duration of the agreement. This will 
reduce the overall revenue savings to the Pool for the first 8 years to circa £625k.

8.04     Salford Council are looking to make decision on the terms of the land disposal just as 
soon as possible but timescales will be determined by the resolution of the outstanding issues 
detailed above alongside local member engagement.

9. Void Agreement

9.01 There is an agreed position between Great Places and Commissioners/SCO on the 
approach to managing voids. This agreement takes account of a ‘build’-up’ in occupancy 
following the opening of the building and then any ongoing voids that may exist within the 
accommodation.

Liability 4 weeks (28 

days) following 

handover

8 weeks (56 

days) following 

handover

13 weeks (91 

days) following 

handover

14 weeks (98 

days) following 

handover

Years 2+

Great Places 100% 50% 25% 0% 15%*

Salford 0% 50% 75% 100% 85%

*approximately 8 weeks in each year

9.02 The position means SCO will be required to fill all 22 units within the first 4 weeks to 
avoid any costs being met by SCO. From 4-8 weeks there is a 50% risk share, 8-13 week 
75% risk is with SCO and 100% after 14 weeks.

9.03 SCO operational staff have confirmed it is reasonable to assume that the 
accommodation will be fully occupied by week 13. Assuming a week on week increase in 
occupancy with an initial week one occupancy of 6 people the financial liability over the first 13 
weeks for Commissioners/SCO would be circa £5k.

9.04 Should the scheme take six month to become fully occupied the liability cost for 
Commissioners/SCO would be circa £16k. 

9.05 The proposal following year one is consistent with the current agreements with existing 
similar supported accommodation tenancies in Salford, with the financial liability of voids being 
shared such that SCO assume liability for 85% of the voids within the scheme per year. To 
show the extent of the void liability, assuming two accommodation units were unoccupied for 
52 weeks this would results in a cost of circa £15k to Commissioners/SCO. It is highly unlikely 
that the accommodation would experience voids at this level when compared with similar 



supported accommodation schemes in Salford and therefore the void cost to 
Commissioners/SCO would be expected to be less then £5k per annum.

9.06 SCO are required to formally confirm it will accept the financial risk of the void liability 
assumptions. 

10. Impact on Primary Care and Community Services

10.01 The Crompton Street proposal will not have a material impact on primary or community 
services as the people who will live in this Supported Accommodation will be existing 
residents of Salford and would retain their current GP.

10.02 The people who will live in the Holyoake Road proposal will be people who used to live 
in Salford and were placed in other local authority areas, who will be moving back into Salford. 
It is likely that these individuals will have had a Salford GP when they lived in Salford and 
been supported through community services. However, it is also likely that the location of 
Holyoake Road proposal in Walkden will create some additional demand for those GP 
practices and community services in the Walkden area of the city. Commissioners will work 
with the Walkden and Little Hulton Neighbourhood to ensure that this additional demand is 
managed effectively across the GP and community service footprint.

10.03 It should be noted that the individuals supported in these schemes will be Care Act 
eligible and be supported by a commissioned on-site CQC regulated Care Provider working 
24 hours a day, 7 days per week. They will also be under the support of the SCO Learning 
Disability and Complex Needs Service who will provide assessment and monitoring of the 
care service and of the individuals who live in the accommodation. The on-site care provider 
will be responsibility for supporting the maintenance of the health and wellbeing of people 
living in the accommodation and this will including liaison with primary care and community 
services.

11. Project Delivery and Outline Project Timeline

11.01 Following approval of the feasibility assessment the proposal will progress into a 
project development phase that will comprise a capital development strand and a service 
development stand.

11.02 The capital development will be undertaken and led by Great Placed Housing in close 
liaison with Salford City Council, Salford CCG and SCO. This will include the development of 
Housing Management agreements. Great Places Housing Group has confirmed the capital 
programme has a timeline that assumes the construction commences by March 2020, with 
completion and service commencement from April 2021. These timelines are in place to 
reflect the Homes England grant conditions.

11.03 The service development will be led by Commissioners in close liaison with SCO. This 
will be delivered through a standard commissioning cycle and based on Salford’s 
commissioning principles of engagement, values, quality and efficiency. The development of 
this phase will be managed through the existing commissioning/partnership arrangements that 



will conclude with a commissioning decision at the Adults Commissioning Committee to 
approved the service model, service speciation and any pooled budget changes.

11.04 Following this strategic approval SCO will assume the responsibility for the tender and 
procurement stage of the project, which in turn will lead to contract award and service 
implementation, including the decommissioning of related service contracts for those 
individuals who will be moving into the new scheme.

11.05 Outline project timescales:

 Adult Commissioning Committee, Feasibility assessment approval – September 2019
 Planning permission submission – October 2019
 Land/Site disposal approval – October 2019 
 Planning approval secured – December 2019
 Start on site – January/February 2020
 Adults Commissioning Committee, Service specification approval – May 2020
 Completion on service tender – December 2020
 Building completion and service commencement – April 2021

12. Outstanding Matters / Risk

12.01   The Council need to confirm the final land value and confirm the arrangements for 
securing any capital receipt for the land with Great Places Housing. Low risk.

12.02   Commissioners will need to establish an arrangement with Great Places Housing to 
agree the contact terms for the land value costs. Low risk.

12.03   SCO will need to confirm it will accept the assumed void liability for the schemes 
through the service contract arrangements. This presents a financial risk to SCO that would be 
offset by the revenue savings of the new care model. Low risk.

13. Recommendations

13.01 The Adults Commissioning Committee is asked to:

 Approve Option 2
 Approve that the proposal progresses into the project development phase

Name: Paul Walsh 
Job Title: Head of Integrated Commissioning

Name: Phil Kemp 
Job Title: Head of Finance and Contracting





BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:

Crompton Street 
Accommodation Plan.pdf

Crompton Street 
Site Plan.pdf

Holyoake Road 
Accommocation Plan.pdf

Holyoake Road Site 
Plan.pdf

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Tony Hatton, Principal Solicitor, tel. 219 6323

The recommended option provides the opportunity for annual savings compared to current 
provision. The timelines proposed for the project are set out in the report to ensure the Homes 
England Grant conditions can be met.

Similarly, timescales for the development of the service specification(s) and procurement 
process will be undertaken following the formal decision of the scheme proposal. The Council 
must work within legal frameworks to fulfil its statutory obligations, and once approval has 
been granted (subject to planning permission and any other consents required) appropriate 
lease arrangements will be entered into, in tandem with compliant procurement processes for 
delivery of the services.

Additional Legal comment and advice will be provided as the project develops, and further 
approvals are required.

Appendix 1 – ONS Salford Learning Disability Population Projections age 18-64

LD and Autism 
Population Salford.xlsx


